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2)

The incorporation of fluorescent proteins into biochemical systems has revolutionized the field of bioimaging.
In a bottom-up approach, understanding the photophysics of fluorescent proteins requires detailed investigations on the light-absorbing chromophore, which can be achieved by studying the chromophore in isolation.
This paper reports a photodissociation action spectroscopy study on the deprotonated anion of the red Kaede
fluorescent protein chomophore, demonstrating that at least three isomers – assigned to deprotomers – are
generated in the gas phase. Deprotomer-selected action spectra are recorded over the S1 ←S0 band using an instrument with differential mobility spectrometry coupled with photodissociation spectroscopy. The spectrum
for the principal phenoxide deprotomer spans the 480–660 nm range with maximum response at ≈610 nm.
The imidazolate deprotomer has a blue-shifted action spectrum with maximum response at ≈545 nm. The
action spectra are consistent with STEOM-DLPNO-CCSD calculations of excitation wavelengths for the deprotomers. A third gas-phase species with a distinct action spectrum is tentatively assigned to an imidazole
tautomer of the principal phenoxide deprotomer. The study highlights the need for isomer-selective methods
when studying the photophysics of biochromophores possessing several deprotonation sites.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of fluorescent proteins and their adaptation to bioimaging has revolutionized the visualization
of biological processes,1–6 prompting efforts to understand and control the photophysics of photoactive proteins and their light-absorbing chromophore.7–10 Green
fluorescent protein (GFP) and derivatives are amongst
the most widely used fluorescent probes for in vivo imaging due to a high fluorescence quantum yield in a desirable optical window and ease of incorporation into
biochemical systems.11 The photophysics of GFP are
driven by a deprotonated chromophore derived from phydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethylimidazolione (p-HBDI)
shown in FIG. 1a.12,13
Kaede Fluorescent Protein (KFP) is a green-to-red
photoconvertible protein found in the stony coral Trachyphyllia geoffroyi,14 containing a p-HBDI-derived chromophore which fluoresces in the green following the absorption of blue light. Irradiation of KFP with near-UV
light (350–400 nm) induces an irreversible photoconversion to a red fluorescent form (rKFP),15 generating the
chromophore shown in FIG. 1b. Significantly, absorption
of visible light by either KFP or rKFP leads to fluorescence but not photoconversion, allowing KFP to be
adapted as an optical highlighter for in vivo imaging.16
The desirable fluorescence and photoconversion proper-
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ties of Kaede have led to the development of a range
of synthetic photoactive proteins, including IrisFP which
combines fluorescence properties from the Kaede family
and photoisomerization properties from the Dronpa family, allowing for reversible on/off photoswitching through
E-Z isomerization.17

FIG. 1.
Model fluorescent protein chromophores: (a)
p-hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethylimidazolione (p-HBDI),
where deprotonation on the hydroxyl group (p-HBDI− )
serves as a model for the GFP chromophore, (b) 2[(1E )-2-(5-imidazolyl)ethenyl]-4-(p-hydroxybenzylidene)-5imidazolinone serves as a model for the rKFP chromophore.
In the red Kaede protein, the chromophore in (b) is
deprotonated on the hydroxyl group.
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Rapid advances in bioimaging over the last two decades
have prompted a range of experimental and theoretical
investigations on the fundamental photophysical properties p-HBDI-based chromophores.10 In this context,
the gas phase provides a unique environment for characterizing the chromophore’s inherent photophysics owing to the absence of intermolecular interactions, making comparisons between experiment and theory straightforward.18 While p-HBDI− (i.e., deprotonated) has been
the subject of several gas-phase action spectroscopy investigations, including informing on the inherent absorption profile,19–23 microsolvation,24–26 photoisomerization
propensity,27 and ultrafast excited state dynamics,28–30
the photophysical properties of the isolated rKFP chromophore are essentially unstudied. The only exception
is a combined photoelectron spectroscopy and electronic
structure theory study.31 The photoelectron spectroscopy
component involved recording spectra for three wavelengths in the UV, accessing excited states higher in energy than the S1 state; anion photoelectron spectroscopy
is unsuitable for directly probing electronic excited states
situated below the electron detachment threshold, which
is the case for the S1 state in the deprotonated rKFP
chromophore.
The usual strategy for isolating biochromophore anions
for fundamental studies is through electrospray ionization from a polar solvent.32 However, the deprotonated
rKFP chromophore can exist as either the phenoxide or
imidazolate deprotomer, corresponding to deprotonation
on either the hydroxyl group or the imidazole ring, respectively (see FIG. 1b). In this work, the term deprotomer is defined as a deprotonation isomer, i.e. the same
E/Z geometric configuration while ‘isomer’ refers to the
broader variation in atomic configurations. Additionally, there are two possible tautomeric structures for the
phenoxide deprotomer depending on the configuration of
the imidazole ring. Systematic electrospray ionization
studies on prototype para-phenoxide molecules possessing two deprotonation sites have shown that the electrosprayed yield of each deprotomer critically depends
on solvent pH, electrospray geometry and needle voltage, desolvation conditions and collisional treatment of
ions as they are introduced into vacuum.33,34 Because
many gas-phase action spectroscopy instruments are custom designed or use different commercial electrospray
sources, it is difficult to know whether the deprotomer
distribution for one experiment is the same as for another. Furthermore, ion mobility spectrometry studies on
p-HBDI− and other ‘fluxional’ model photoactive protein
chromophores35–37 have shown that collisional treatment
of ions during the electrospray process can lead to deprotomer scrambling. This is because intramolecular proton
migration barriers are usually lower than dissociation energies since complete scission of a bond is not required
in intramolecular rearrangements. Because deprotomers
often have partially overlapping absorption profiles but
distinct excited state dynamics,36,38,39 robust gas-phase
studies should ensure a known and pure form.

Here, we have used two photodissociation instruments
to record action spectra of electrosprayed rKFP chromophore anions. One instrument offers isomer selectivity using differential mobility spectrometry (DMS), although heats the ions to T ≈ 450 − 500 K during the
isomer separation stage before they are trapped and collisionally cooled to some degree.40 The second instrument probes ions at T ≈ 298 K, although does not offer isomer/deprotomer selectivity and requires judicious
choice of electrospray conditions (including solvent) to
achieve a near pure deprotomer yield. Independent measurements recorded from both of these platforms reveal
that at least three gas-phase forms of the deprotonated
rKFP chromophore are generated using electrospray ionization, and that the principal phenoxide and imidazolate
deprotomers have distinct photodissociation action spectra over the S1 ←S0 band. The biologically-relevant phenoxide deprotomer is the predominant gas-phase species
formed in both experiments.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Isomer-specific photodissociation action spectra were
recorded in a modified DMS-MS device capable of irradiating target anions in the third quadrupole region of
a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer with laser light.
Complete details of the DMS-MS apparatus are given in
Refs. 41–43; for a description of the instrument modifications enabling photodissociation action spectroscopy
see Ref. 44. The rKFP chromophore was dissolved in
acetonitrile with 0.1% NH4 OH (to assist deprotonation)
to a concentration of ≈1 µg mL−1 . Electrosprayed ions
were carried through the planar DMS cell by dry nitrogen
gas doped with acetonitrile or propan-2-ol (1.5% v/v).
The yield and interconversion of protomers and presumably deprotomers in DMS cells is known to depend on
the protic nature of the mobility modifier, i.e. acetonitrile (non-protic) and propan-2-ol (protic), due to formation of micro-solvated clusters.45–47 To acquire ionograms of isomer populations, the separation voltage (SV)
applied across the DMS cell was fixed at SV = 3600 V or
4000 V and compensation voltage (CV) was scanned between -25 V and 0 V. For the photodissociation measurements, the CV was fixed to transmit ions from individual ion populations into a triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer (Q1–Q3). Ions were mass selected in Q1 (m/z
293), transmitted through Q2 and accumulated in Q3 for
≈10 ms. Trapped ions were irradiated with light from a
tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO, Horizon II,
Continuum, loosely focused, 2–10 mJ pulse−1 ) pumped
by a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (10 Hz, Surelite, Continuum)
for ≈500 ms. The parent ions and any photofragment
ions were ejected from the ion trap following a massselective axial ejection method48 toward a channeltron
ion detector. Ion fragmentation efficiencies were normalized with respect to ion count, OPO fluence, and photon
number.
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A separate photodissociation action spectrum for the
electrosprayed rKFP chromophore anion was recorded
using the Sep1 accelerator mass spectrometer at Aarhus
University.49,50 The rKFP chromophore was dissolved in
methanol with a trace amount of NH4 OH. Electrosprayed
anions were accumulated in an octupole ion trap that
was emptied every 25 ms (40 Hz repetition rate). The ion
bunches were accelerated to a kinetic energy of ≈50 keV
and mass selected using a bending magnet. An OPO
laser system (EKSPLA NT342A, 20 Hz, unfocused) excited every second ion bunch midway along a 2.5 m linear
flight region (10−6 Torr background pressure). Fragment
ions were separated using an electrostatic energy analyzer
situated after the laser-ion interaction region and were
detected with a channeltron. For a given wavelength, the
difference in the number of counts between the ‘laser-on’
and ‘laser-off’ injections provided the photoinduced signal. Details of the photofragmentation yield with light
fluence are given in the Supplementary Material.
Action spectra recorded in both photodissociation experiments were constructed by monitoring the yield of
m/z 278, corresponding to loss of a methyl group from
the deprotonated rKFP chromophore (m/z 293). Similar to the situation for p-HBDI− ,19,20,22 this channel accounted for more than 95% of the total photofragmentation yield. Note that because photodissociation was, in
all cases, dominated by methyl loss, it is not possible to
analyse m/z for photofragments to ascertain deprotonation site.
The absorption spectrum for the deprotonated rKFP
chromophore in methanol and water (with a drop of 1 M
NaOH) was recorded using a PerkinElmer Lambda XLS
spectrophotometer and quartz cuvette.

III.

THEORETICAL METHODS

Electronic structure calculations of molecular properties including geometries, relative energies, and vertical excitation energies were performed using the Gaussian 16.B01,51 ORCA 4.2.1,52 and MRCC (February 2020 release) software packages.53 Geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency calculations were
performed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory.54–56 Vertical excitation wavelengths were computed at the df-CC2/aug-ccpVTZ and STEOM-DLPNO-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ levels
of theory.57,58 Franck-Condon-Herzberg-Teller (FCHT)
simulation of absorption spectra were performed at
T =0 K and T =298 K (i.e., including hot band contributions), at the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory using the FCHT framework as implemented in Gaussian
16.B01.59 Calculations to model solvation involved geometry optimization at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of
theory including the SMD model for bulk solvation and
inclusion of five explicit water molecules.60 The thermal Gibbs free energy at T =298 K was calculated at the
CAM-B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory.61

IV.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Photodissociation action spectroscopy

A DMS ionogram for deprotonated rKFP chromophore
is shown in FIG. 2a, revealing two clear peaks centered at
CV≈-9 V (peak 1) and CV≈-16 V (peak 2) and a third
shoulder peak centered at CV≈-11 V (peak 3). These
peaks correspond to distinct isomer populations eluting
from the DMS cell at specific CV shifts. Ion temperatures in the DMS cell are approximated at T ≈471 K
(peak 1) and T ≈474 K (peak 2), based on earlier studies
with thermometer ions.40 However, even though the ions
are heated in the DMS cell, the selected ion populations
are thermalized to some degree during their passage and
storage in Q3. The temperature of the ions in the photodissociation region is therefore expected to be closer to
room temperature.
Photodissociation action spectra recorded at the three
CV’s identified in FIG. 2a are shown in FIG. 2b. The
action spectrum for peak 1 (blue) spans the 660–
470 nm range with maximum response at ≈600–610 nm.
This spectrum resembles the photodissociation spectrum
recorded on the Sep1 instrument using basic methanol as
the electrospray ionization solvent (FIG. 2c), which has
a more distinct peak at ≈610 nm. The action spectrum
for peak 2 (red) appears blue-shifted with maximum response at ≈545 nm and a shoulder feature at ≈600 nm.
At SV=3600 V, there was insufficient ion population
for peak 3 to record a photodissociation action spectrum. However, increase of the DMS separation voltage to SV=4000 V and use of N2 + 1.5% propan-2-ol
(v/v) as the DMS buffer gas produced an ionogram showing two clear peaks (see Supplementary Material). Estimated ion temperatures at SV=4000 V are T ≈ 500 K.
The photodissocation action spectrum for the higher CV
ion population was similar to the red curve in FIG. 2b
(see Supplementary Material), however, the spectrum for
the second ion population at lower CV is distinct and is
shown in green in FIG. 2b. The green spectrum has a
wavelength of maximum response at ≈570 nm. We expect this spectrum to be associated with the peak 3 ion
population in FIG. 2a.

B.

Deprotomer assignments

The potential gas-phase structures of the deprotonated
rKFP chromophore have been previously considered in
detail.31 Following that study, there are three deprotonation patterns: two for oxygen deprotonation (phenoxide),
which vary in the nitrogen atom that remains protonated
and are labelled O1(-) and O2(-) [see FIG. 3], and one
for nitrogen deprotonation (imidazolate), labelled N(-)
[see FIG. 3]. We assumed fixed Z and E configurations
around the C8 -C9 and C15 -C17 bonds, respectively, and
for rotamers considered the cisoid (c) and transoid (t)
isomers around the C11 -C15 and C17 -C18 bonds. The
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FIG. 2. Action spectroscopy of the deprotonated rKFP chromophore: (a) DMS ionogram recorded using CH3 CN with 0.1%
NH4 OH as the electrospray solvent and N2 + 1.5% CH3 CN (v/v) as the DMS carrier gas, (b) photodissociation action spectra
for ionogram peaks 1 (blue), 2 (red) and 3 (green – see Supplementary Material), (c) photodissociation action spectrum
recorded using the Sep1 instrument with basic CH3 OH electrospray solvent (black) and blue spectrum from (b) for comparison,
(d) absorption spectra in basic water (solid) and basic methanol (dashed) solutions. In (b) and (c), light fluence from the OPO
laser systems is very low for wavelengths longer than ≈680 nm. Vertical bars in (c) and (d) correspond to calculated vertical
excitation wavelengths for the S1 ←S0 transition in the gas phase or in water at the STEOM-DLPNO-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ
level of theory.

Z configuration for the C8 -C9 bond is known to correspond to the lowest energy geometric isomer for pHBDI− .27 Furthermore, the synthesis of the rKFP chromophore was selective for the Z configuration around the
C8 -C9 bond – see synthesis details in Ref. 31. Considering the rotamers and imidazole tautomers, this gives
a total of 12 isomers. However, many of the rotamers
will have low internal rotation barriers, and the corresponding bonds can be considered as free rotors over the
timescale of the experiments.36,62 The three lowest energy deprotomers are shown in FIG. 3 with calculated
relative energies given at the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-ccpVDZ level of theory. The N(-) deprotomer is predicted
to be the most stable gas-phase speces, with the O1() deprotomer being the most stable phenoxide species,
but is situated 2.3 kcal mol−1 above the N(-) deprotomer
(3.6 kcal mol−1 at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory
in Ref. 31). Because the phenoxide deprotomer is the
most stable deprotomer in aqueous solution or methanol

(see subsection C below), we expect that the O1(-) deprotomer is the predominant gas-phase form generated
when using ‘gentle’ electrospray ionization conditions,
i.e. weak radio-frequency confinement fields and low ionmolecule impact energies.
To assign the action spectra to specific deprotomers,
we calculated S1 ←S0 vertical excitation wavelengths for
the low energy gas-phase isomers (TABLE I). In all cases,
the calculated transition energy for the O1(-) deprotomer is red-shifted (lower transition energy) relative to
the N(-) deprotomer. The df-CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations, which predict similar transition wavelengths to earlier MS-CASPT2(14,14)/ANO-L calculations,31 are systemically at shorter wavelengths. Increasing the basis
set to aug-cc-pVTZ for the df-CC2 method provided little change to the calculated wavelengths. On the the
other hand, the calculated wavelengths at the STEOMDLPNO-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory are in excellent agreement with experiment and support assign-
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FIG. 3. Illustrations of the three lowest energy deprotomers. Relative gas-phase energies (Erel ) are at the DLPNOCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory with N(-) being the most stable deprotomer. O1(-) is the most stable phenoxide
gas-phase form, possessing s-trans configurations along both C11 -C15 and C17 -C18 bonds. For the action spectra in FIG. 2b, we
assign O1(-) to the blue curve and N(-) to the red curve. We tentatively assign O2(-) to the green curve (peak 3) in FIG. 2b.

ment of ionogram peak 1 in FIG. 2a to the O1(-) deprotomer and peak 2 to the N(-) deprotomer. The third
isomer, corresponding to the green spectrum in FIG. 2b,
is tentatively assigned to the O2(-) deprotomer, although
agreement between the STEOM-DLPNO-CCSD/aug-ccpVDZ calculated wavelength and experiment is not as
good as for the other two deprotomers – see Supplementary Material for further discussion. We do not expect Z isomers about the C15 -C17 bond to survive electrospray
ionization or the DMS cell since the starting sample was
isomerically pure and Z -isomers are situated much higher
in energy (>10 kcal mol−1 ).
Franck-Condon-Herzberg-Teller (FCHT) simulations
of the absorption spectra for the O1(-) and N(-) species
assuming statistical vibrational temperatures of T =0 K
(black) and T =298 K (red) are shown in FIG. 4. The
simulated spectra assume the minimum energy geometries; rotamers will broaden the experimental spectra
compared with simulation. In both cases, the simulations predict that the T =298 K spectra are dominated
Method
O1(-)
df-CC2a
544 (547)
STEOMb
608
ωB97X-D
485
MS-CASPT2c
554
Experiment
610±5

by the 0-0 transition. For O1(-), there is generally good

O2(-)
N(-)
∆ (eV)
558 500 (503) 0.20 (0.20)
590
559
0.18
492
453
0.18
—
499
0.25
—
545±5
≈0.24

TABLE I. Calculated vertical excitation wavelengths (in nm)
for the S1 ←S0 transition of the O1(-), O2(-) and N(-) deprotomers of the rKFP chromophore. ∆ is the difference between the vertical excitation energies for the O1(-) and N(-)
deprotomers. In all cases the calculated classical oscillator
strength, f > 0.8. a Values in parentheses assume the augcc-pVTZ basis set. b STEOM is an abbreviation for STEOMDLPNO-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ. c MS-CASPT2(14,14)/ANO-L
values from Ref. 31.

FIG. 4. Franck-Condon-Herzberg-Teller simulations of the
S1 ←S0 absorption profiles for: (a) O1(-) deprotomer, (b)
N(-) deprotomer. In each, the simulated profile has been
shifted to agree with experiment (TABLE I). Simulations assume statistical vibrational temperatures of T =0 K (black)
and T =298 K (red).
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agreement between simulation and experiment. For N(), the FCHT simulations do not account for the shoulder
at ≈600 nm. Before discussing possible explanations, it
is worth outlining some details of the photodissociation
experiments.
Although photodissociation is the most common gasphase action spectroscopy strategy applied to electrosprayed ions, the dissociation thresholds of many target
molecules are situated higher in energy than the electronic transitions of interest, requiring absorption of several photons to produce a photoresponse. As for pHBDI− ,19,20,22 the principal photodissociation channel
for the deprotonated rKFP chromophore involves loss of
a methyl group, yielding anions at m/z 278. Calculated
N12 -C16 adiabatic bond dissociation energies (BDEs) for
the O1(-) and N(-) species are 2.40 eV and 3.15 eV, respectively, and we expect similar BDEs for any E-Z geometric photoisomers. However, in a photodissociation
process requiring sequential absorption of two or more
photons, the first photon may induce a photoisomerization with absorption of subsequent photons providing sufficient internal energy to result in dissociation (presumably following internal conversion on the ground state
potential energy surface). Using photoisomerization action spectroscopy, we have shown that single-photon induced isomerization, tautomerization and intramolecular proton transfer are common processes in fluxional
biochromophores, including for p-HBDI− .27,35–37,62 Another consideration is that the DMS-MS and Sep1 experiments involve different ion irradiation and photofragment
detection conditions, which may affect the appearance
of the action spectra. In particular, selected ion populations in the DMS-MS instrument are irradiated in a
quadrupole ion trap for ≈500 ms (10 Hz laser, double pass
beam so that ions are exposed to ≈10 light pulses) before
being ejected to a detector. In contrast, the Sep1 experiment detects photofragment ions formed several tens of
microseconds after interaction with a single light pulse
(≈5 ns duration). In a multi-photon absorption experiment, ground state statistical rearrangement processes
thus have much longer time window to occur in the DMSMS experiment before sufficient photons are absorbed to
induced dissociation. This reasoning may account for
deviation between the DMS-MS and Sep1 spectra in the
410–480 nm range in FIG. 2c.
We surmise two possible explanations for the feature
at ≈600 nm in the N(-) action spectrum:
(1) isomerization or deprotomer scrambling induced by
absorption of a first photon, followed by absorption of the
second photon by a different species. In this case, the
action spectrum would be a combination of absorption
profiles for the parent deprotomer and a hot intermediate photoisomer (weighted by the photoisomerization
quantum yield).
(2) contamination of the N(-) deprotomer population,
e.g. collision-induced deprotomer scrambling of DMSselected ions during their transit into Q3. Similar arguments can be made for long-wavelength shoulder in the

action spectrum tentatively assigned to the O2(-) deprotomer.
In the earlier combined photoelectron spectroscopy
and electronic structure study on the deprotonated rKFP
chromophore,31 the electrosprayed ion population was assigned to the imidazolate deprotomer through comparing the high electron kinetic edge of the photoelectron
spectra with calculated adiabatic electron affinities for
the deprotomers. Although the photoelectron experiment may have indeed produced the N(-) deprotomer using methanol-water electrospray ionization solvent, there
are several issues related to using electron detachment
thresholds to assign deprotomers that should be outlined: (i) while deprotomers can have distinct electron
affinities, they could also have significantly varying direct photodetachment cross-sections such that a small
amount of one deprotomer can mask the signal from another deprotomer; (ii) the deprotomers could have distinct absorption spectra in the UV (shown in this work
for the S1 ←S0 band in the visible) leading to different
extents of prompt autodetachment signal in the photoelectron spectra, where resonant excitation of a minor deprotomer could mask non-resonant signal from the major
deprotomer.

C.

Hydration

To understand hydration of the deprotonated rKFP
chromophore, we took the 12 possible isomers and computed structures including five explicit water molecules
plus the SMD solvent continuum model. Relative energies for the hydrated species and the relative population in equilibrium at T =298 K estimated assuming a
Boltzmann distribution are given in TABLE II. The most
stable hydrated species is ccO1(-), whose optimized microhydrated cluster is shown in FIG. 5. This species accounts for 42% of the population. The second most stable
species is also an O1(-) deprotomer. Overall, our calculations predict that 75% of population will correspond
to the O1(-) deprotomer, distributed over the cc and tt
rotamers. The rotamers of the O2(-) tautomer account
for 21% of the population, and the N(-) deprotomer only
accounts for a few percent. In the gas phase, the tcN(-)
form (FIG. 3) is the most stable species, and the most
stable O1(-) form lies more than 2 kcal mol−1 higher in
energy. Thus, compared to our present gas-phase calculations and those in Tay et al.31 , aqueous hydration inverts
the preference for the deprotonation site. Preference for
the N(-) deprotomer in solution is obtained when using
only the SDM model to treat hydration, i.e., no explicit
water molecules. This suggests that the stabilization of
the O1(-) form in water is primarily due to microhydration effects associated with the hydrogen bonding pattern
for the different deprotonation states. Although pure water is uncommon as an electrospray solvent, we expect
similar conclusions for the stability of the phenoxide deprotomer in methanol or 50:50 methanol to water (com-
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co-existing ttO1(-) species is 512 nm. The consistency
between theory and experiment for gas-phase and aqueous deprotonated rKFP chromophore further supports
the above deprotomer assignments of the gas-phase action spectra.

V.

FIG. 5. Optimized structure (SMD-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ) for
the most stable microhydrated [ccO1(-)] deprotomer. The water molecules are hydrogen bonded to the three deprotonation
sites (O7 , N19 and N21 ) as well as to N10 and O14 (see atom
numbering in FIG. 3), where the negative charge is localized
through resonance.

mon electrospray ionization solvents) due to similarity of
the solution absorption spectra (FIG. 2d).
Comparison of the gas-phase action spectrum for the
phenoxide deprotomer (FIG. 2c) and the aqueous absorption spectrum (FIG. 2d) reveal a strong hypsochromatic
shift (610 nm to 490 nm), corresponding to an energy
shift of ≈0.50 eV. This is similar to that for p-HBDI−
at ≈0.41 eV.19 The hypsochromatic shift is reproduced in
STEOM-DLPNO-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ (+SMD) calculations for the ccO1(-) hydrated species shown in FIG. 5,
providing the vertical excitation wavelength of 511 nm
(vertical bar in FIG. 2d). The calculated value for the
Species
ccO1(-)
ttO1(-)
ccO2(-)
ttO2(-)
tcO2(-)
tcO1(-)
ccN(-)
ttN(-)
tcN(-)
ctO2(-)
ctO1(-)
ctN(-)

Erel Population
0.0
42%
0.1
33%
0.6
14%
1.4
4%
1.6
3%
2.1
1%
2.2
1%
2.2
1%
2.6
<1%
4.0
<1%
4.7
<1%
5.4
<1%

TABLE II. Relative energies, Erel in kcal mol−1 of deprotonated rKFP chromophore species in water (SDMMP2/aug-cc-pVDZ) and estimated populations in equilibrium at T =298 K. t and c refer to transoid or cisoid configurations around the C11 -C15 and C17 -C18 bonds (FIG. 3).

CONCLUSIONS

This study has demonstrated the capacity for DMS-MS
coupled with laser spectroscopy to separate deprotomeric
forms the red Kaede fluorescent protein chromophore
and record deprotomer-selected photodissociation action
spectra. The chromophore predominantly exists as the
biologically-relevant phenoxide deprotomer in aqueous
solution, and is readily transferred into vacuum assuming ‘gentle’ electrospray ionization conditions. The photodissociation action spectrum for the S1 ←S0 transition
in the principal phenoxide deprotomer spans the 480–
660 nm range with maximum response at ≈610 nm and
is substantially red-shifted compared with the condensedphase absorption spectrum. The imidazolate deprotomer
has an overlapping but blue-shifted photodissociation action spectrum. Significantly, because the action spectrum for the phenoxide deprotomer is red-shifted relative
to that for the imidazolate deprotomer, there is a small
wavelength window (viz. 600–640 nm) in which femtosecond pump-probe experiments could probe the excited
state dynamics of the phenoxide deprotomer in the gas
phase. We intend to perform such pump-probe experiments as well as photoisomerization action spectroscopy
on the deprotomer-selected forms in order to characterize
the isomer-specific detailed excited state dynamics of the
S1 state, including lifetimes and E → Z isomerization
propensities about each double bond.
The preponderance for coexisting gas-phase deprotomers (or protomers in positive mode electrospray ionization) is a common issue for many model biochromophores and will likely become an increasingly important consideration as gas-phase action spectroscopies are
applied to more complex biomolecules since they invariably have further sites for deprotonation (or protonation). Robust action spectroscopy studies on such species
should have provisions for isomer/deprotomer selectivity.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The Supplementary Material contains details on: (1)
DMS-MS ionogram at SV=4000 V and photodissociation
action spectra, (2) photodissociation yield with light fluence for the Sep1 measurements, and (3) optimized geometries for deprotonated rKFP chromophore hydrated
complexes.
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